Size-exclusion reaction chromatography (SERC): a new technique for protein PEGylation.
A new, widely applicable process that combines reaction and separation in a single unit operation is described. The process, size-exclusion reaction chromatography (SERC), simultaneously allows control of the extent of reactions in which molecular size is altered and the separation of products and reactants. In SERC, a moving reaction zone is formed by injection of reactants onto a size-exclusion chromatography column. Reactants and products are partitioned differently within the mobile phase, resulting in different linear flow rates through the column. The products are therefore removed selectively from the reaction zone, minimizing their residence time in the reaction zone and allowing their separation in the downstream section of the column. For reactions such as protein PEGylation, in which successive addition of PEG groups to the protein results in significant molecular size increases, SERC potentially offers a method by which a dominant final PEGylated protein size can be produced at high yield. The SERC PEGylation of two model proteins, alpha-lactalbumin and beta-lactoglobulin, is demonstrated and results show that simultaneous reaction and separation was obtained.